Overview: We’ll look more carefully at the types of process interaction that (might) exist, and which theories can handle them.

1. Where we were last time
   - Opacity (counterfeeding, counterbleeding) is easy in SPE, where a language can impose any order it wants on rules.
   - But some researchers have proposed that at least sometimes, rule are *intrinsically* ordered

2. Koutsoudas, Sanders, & Noll 1974: Simultaneous repeated application (review)
   - All rules apply simultaneously to the UR, then again to the result, and again until no more application is possible. This results in *maximal application* (feeding rather than counterfeeding, counterbleeding rather than bleeding).

   o Let’s try a simple example, /panipa/ with $V \rightarrow \emptyset / V C_C V$ and nasal place assimilation

   Plus an additional principle, “proper inclusion precedence”
   - Latin American varieties of Spanish, rather abstract analysis (Harris 1983?):

     $/\text{ake}\emptyset$/  $/\text{ake}\emptyset+\text{os}$/
     1. $k \rightarrow 1/\_\#$ akel 
     2. $k \rightarrow j$ ‘that’

   o What kind of rule ordering is this? A: feeding, B: counterfeeding, C: bleeding, D: counterbleeding

   o Try to apply these rules simultaneously and repeatedly to $/\text{ake}\emptyset/$—what’s the issue?
Koutsoudas & al. propose (p. 9):
“For any representation R, which meets the structural descriptions of each of two rules A
and B, A takes applicational precedence over B with respect to R if and only if the
structural description of A properly includes the structural description of B.”

*the structural description (SD) of A properly includes the SD of B = you can match B’s SD up with
part of A’s SD that it is nondistinct from, and still have part of A’s SD left over.*

- How does the definition apply to the two Spanish rules? *plier*: Is $\kappa \rightarrow l / _\_ \_ \# $ Rule A or Rule B?

### 3. What this theory predicts in general
- Feeding (rather than counterfeeding) and counterbleeding (rather than bleeding)
- So what about real cases of bleeding?

- Schaffhausen dialect of Swiss German:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V $\rightarrow [-back]$ / complicated ‘umlaut’ context, including plurals</th>
<th>/bogə/</th>
<th>/bodə/</th>
<th>/bogə+PL/</th>
<th>/bodə+PL/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. V $\rightarrow [–back]$ / complicated ‘umlaut’ context, including plurals</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>bøgə</td>
<td>bødə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. o $\rightarrow o / __ _ _ [+cor [+cons]]$</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>bødə</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Why is this ordering crucial?

- What happens if we use the Koutsoudas & al. approach?

- K & al. propose that in all apparent cases of bleeding (and counterfeeding?), the rules need to be
revised. In this case, they propose a context-free rule $\omega \rightarrow o$ (remember Myers’s persistent rules,
which apply everywhere in the derivation that they can).

- Apply this solution to /bodə+PL/.

- What additional fact needs to be true in Schaffhausen for this to work?

---

1 In the original it’s not [+cor] but [–grave]. *Grave* is an acoustic feature (roughly, lower frequencies are stronger for
[+grave] segments), not much used these days. Labials and velars are [+grave]; dentals and alveolars are [–grave] (a.k.a.
*acute*).
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   - Recall once more disjunctive ordering of the rules that a schema expands into:
     \[
     V \rightarrow [+\text{stress}] / \_ C_0 (V C_0) \# \Rightarrow V \rightarrow [+\text{stress}] / \_ C_0 V C_0 \#
     \]
     \[
     \text{else } V \rightarrow [+\text{stress}] / \_ C_0 \#
     \]
   - Kiparsky argues that disjunctive ordering doesn’t really have anything to do with expansion conventions. He proposes that what really drives disjunctive ordering is...
   
   - Elsewhere Condition (revised in later Kiparsky works)
   (p. 94) “Two adjacent [in the ordering] rules of the form
   \[
   A \rightarrow B / P \_ Q
   
   C \rightarrow D / R \_ S
   \]
   are disjunctively ordered if and only if:
   (a) the set of strings that fit [are nondistinct from] \( PAQ \) is a subset of the set of strings that fit \( RCS \), and
   (b) the structural changes of the two rules are either identical or incompatible”
     - We also need to define ‘incompatible’—probably it means that the results of applying the two rules are distinct, in our technical sense.
   
   o What does the Elsewhere Condition say about the pair of stress rules above?

   o How does the Elsewhere Condition compare to proper inclusion precedence? Are there cases where the two conditions apply differently? (Let’s try Spanish and English from last time)

5. Anderson 1974 ch. 10: natural order
   - We won’t spend much time on this, because you read about it
   - What’s special about Anderson’s proposal:
     - The order of two rules can be different for different words
     - In that case, the grammar leaves the two rules unordered...
     - ...and for each word, the ordering is determined by whether, for that word, the ordering is feeding, bleeding, etc.
     - Some pairs of rules are left unordered by a language’s grammar and so apply in their natural
   
   - See (Kiparsky 1984) for a totally different analysis of Icelandic in Lexical Phonology.
6. Summary: now we have three main theories...

- **Classic OT.** All candidates are considered: powerful Gen(), Eval() runs just once
- **OT with Harmonic Serialism.** Only “close” candidates are considered: restricted Gen(), Eval() applies repeatedly to its own output
- **SPE.** Fixed sequence of operations (each applied simultaneously to all targets): deterministic Gen(), trivial Eval() (because there is only one candidate)

...Plus some **SPE variants**, not so well developed
- All rules are iterative (apply to their own output till it stops changing).
  - or rules can be tagged as either iterative or not
- Rules can apply left-to-right or right-to-left
  - maybe this has to be learned for each rule, or maybe it follows somehow from the form of the rule.
- No rule ordering: all rules apply simultaneously to the underlying form
- No rule ordering: all rules apply simultaneously to the underlying form; repeat this until no more changes
- Rules apply in order, but the order needn’t be learned, because it follows from the content or potential interaction of the rules themselves
  - This can mean that rules apply in a different order to different underlying forms

Now let’s examine the process-interaction typology in more detail

7. The classic interaction typology, for reference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>interaction</th>
<th>definition</th>
<th>schematic derivation</th>
<th>result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| R1 feeds R2         | R1 creates environment for R2 to apply to | d → Ø / __# bin  
  n → Ø / __# bi [bi]  
  /bind/ | transparent:  
  • no [d#] on the surface  
  • no [n#] on the surface |
| R1 counterfeeds R2  | R1 applies too late to create environment for R2 | n → Ø / __# --  
  d → Ø / __# bin [bin]  
  /bind/ | opacity—underapplication:  
  • [n#] on surface, despite rule targeting n# |
| R1 bleeds R2        | R1 destroys environment for R2 to apply to | d → Ø / __# bin  
  Ø → i/ C___C# --  
  [bin]  
  /bind/ | transparent:  
  • no [d#] on the surface  
  • no [i] inserted, because no surrounding C___C# |
| R1 counterbleeds R2 | R1 applies too late to destroy environment for R2 | Ø → i/ C___C#  
  d → Ø / __# bini [bini]  
  /bind/ | opacity—overapplication:  
  • [i] inserted, despite lack of surrounding C___C# |

- A rule **underapplies** if there are surface instances of its structural description.
- A rule **overapplies** if there are instances in which it has applied, although the non-affected part of the structural description (the environment) is no longer present.
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(The terms *underapplication* and *overapplication* come from Wilbur’s (1973) discussion of reduplication. McCarthy 1999 adapts them for discussing opacity.)


Baković argues that the typology is not...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>transparency</th>
<th>underapplication opacity</th>
<th>overapplication opacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>feeding</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bleeding</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>counter-feeding</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>counter-bleeding</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-interaction</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...but rather (at least)...  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>transparency</th>
<th>underapplication opacity</th>
<th>overapplication opacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>feeding</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bleeding</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>counter-feeding</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>counter-bleeding</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...so process-interaction types actually don’t account for opacity vs. transparency.

**Let’s go through Baković’s typology:**

9. Counterfeeding-on-environment$^2$ → underapplication

*Bedouin Arabic*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR</th>
<th>badw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a \rightarrow i/_\sigma$</td>
<td>$n/a = P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G \rightarrow V/C/_#$</td>
<td>$badu = Q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>$badu$ ‘Bedouin’ (Baković 2007, p. 222; from McCarthy 1999)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- What would be the transparent outcome?

10. Counterfeeding-on-focus → underapplication

*Bedouin Arabic again*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR</th>
<th>katab</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$i \rightarrow 0/_\sigma$</td>
<td>$n/a = P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a \rightarrow i/_\sigma$</td>
<td>$kitab = Q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>$kitab$ ‘he wrote’ (Baković 2007, p. 222; from McCarthy 1999)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- What would be the transparent outcome?

---

$^2$ Term from McCarthy 1999.
11. “Surface-true counterfeeding” → transparency!


Epenthesis: /reɪz + z/ → [reɪz + əz] (and, I infer, /reɪs/ → [reɪs + əz])

Deletion: /test/ → [tes] cf. /test+iŋ/ → [test+iŋ]

no data, but Degemination “ deletes one of two tautosyllabic near-identical consonants” (p. 16)

/ɪlst+z/ → [ɪls]

- In an SPE analysis, what rule order do we need to get [ɪls]? Why does B. call this result “transparent”?  

12. Underapplication without counterfeeding (Baković 2011 p. 8ff.)

“Disjunctive blocking” (p. 8)

- How would this rule schema apply to these words: V → [+stress] /__ (C₂V)C₀ #?

/badupil/   /pikomsak/

Remember how expansion conventions work—abbreviates two rules, disjunctively ordered.

- In what sense does underapplication result?

**Non-derived-environment blocking**—we’ll save that till later, but essentially it’s when an additional mechanism in the theory says that a rule can’t apply if its structural description was already met in the underlying form:

=e.g. a → i /__ C# /likat/ fails to apply /noka+l/ → [nokil]

**Blocking by phonotactic constraint** (p. 12)

- Think of vowel deletion in Yawelmani Yokuts, and the constraint that can block it. If we formulate the simple deletion rule (what was it?), then what would be some surface forms in which it underapplies?
(Non-)triggering by phonotactic constraint (p. 13)

Think of consonant deletion in Yokuts, and the constraint that triggers it. If we formulate the simple deletion rule (what was it?), then what would be some surface forms in which it underapplies?

Restriction to certain morphological classes (Estonian V deletion in nominative singular only)

Optionality (French schwas may or may not delete)

Lexical exceptions (English obesity fails to undergo ‘trisyllabic shortening’)

13. Fed counterfeeding\(^4\) on environment → underapplication

Lardil

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Apocope:} & \quad V \rightarrow \emptyset / \sigma \sigma \_ \_ \\
\text{Deletion:} & \quad [-\text{apical}] \rightarrow \emptyset / \_ \_ \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{a.} & \text{/dibirdibi/} & \text{b.} & \text{/yiliyili/} \\
\text{c.} & \text{/wangalk/} & & \\
\end{array}
\]

Glosses: (9a) ‘rock cod’, (9b) ‘oyster species’, (9c) ‘boomerang’

(Baković 2011, p. 6; from Hale 1973)

Why do you think it’s called “fed counterfeeding”?


Nootka

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Labialization:} & \quad [+\text{dors}] \rightarrow [+\text{rnd}] / [+\text{rnd}] \_ \_ \\
\text{Delabialization:} & \quad [+\text{dors}] \rightarrow [-\text{rnd}] / \_ \_ \_ \_ \sigma \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{a.} & \text{/mu: q} / & \text{b.} & \text{/haju+ q i/} \\
\text{c.} & \text{/lakʰ+ʃi[t/} & & \\
\end{array}
\]

Glosses: (11a) ‘throwing off sparks’, (11b) ‘ten on top’, (11c) ‘to take pity on’


\(^4\) Baković gets the term from Kavitskaya & Staroverov 2009

\(^5\) Term from Pullum 1976
OT thoughts on Nootka?

15. Counterbleeding → overapplication

**Yokuts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR</th>
<th>Pili: +l</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[+long]</td>
<td>[−high]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>[−long]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>Pilel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- cf. /Pili:+hin/ → [Pile:hin] ‘fans’
- cf. /pana+I/ → [panal] ‘might arrive’

(Baković 2007, p. 223; from McCarthy 1999)

What would be the transparent outcome?

Since counterbleeding is so problematic in OT, here are some other famous cases:
- Canadian Raising vs. tapping in English (“Output-output Correspondence” helps)
- Serbo-Croatian -vocalization (see Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1979) ch. 3 exercise

16. Counterbleeding by mutual bleeding → transparent!

**Lardil**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epenthesis:</th>
<th>V → 0 / V _</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 → w / i _ u</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- a. /papi+wu/  b. /tjæmpæ+wu/
- [papi+wu]  [tjæmpæ+wu]

Glosses: (25a) ‘father’s mother (acc. fut.)’, (25b) ‘mother’s father (acc. fut.)’

(Baković 2011, p. 22 of ms.; from Hale 1973)

In what sense is this mutual bleeding?

OT analysis?
17. “Self-destructive feeding” → overapplication!

Turkish

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR</th>
<th>bebek+n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 → i / C__C#</td>
<td>bebekin = P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k → 0 / V__+V</td>
<td>bebein = Q</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SR bebein ‘your baby’

(Baković 2007, p. 226; from Sprouse 1997)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR</th>
<th>ajak+su</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[+cont] → 0 / C__ ajakwu = P</td>
<td>cf. /aruu+su/ → [aruu] ‘his bee’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k → 0 / V__+V</td>
<td>ajatu = Q</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SR ajatu ‘his foot’

(Baković 2007, p. 227; from Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1979)

- Does this remind you of the Korean verbs assignment?

- What would be the transparent outcome?

18. Here’s another one from (Lee 2007)

Javanese (Austronesian from Indonesia with about 84 million speakers; data originally from (Dudas 1976; Lee 1999))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘skin’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/kulit+ne/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n → Ø / C__</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h → Ø / V__V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[kulite] [sekolaan] [omae]

- Could this work in Harmonic Serialism?
19. “Non-gratuitous feeding” → overapplication

Classical Arabic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR</th>
<th>听起来</th>
<th>uktub</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 → Vₐ / # CCVₐ</td>
<td><code>uktub</code></td>
<td>= P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 → ꞌ / # ꞌV</td>
<td>ꞌuktub</td>
<td><code>cf. /al-walad-u/ → [ʔalwaladu]</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SR ꞌuktub ‘write (MASC SG)’ ‘the boy (NOM)’

(Baković 2007, p. 231; from McCarthy 2007b)

- What would be the transparent outcome?

20. “Cross-derivational feeding” → overapplication, in a sense

Lithuanian: Baković 2007, p. 234ff.; see there for references

prefix obstruents assimilate in voicing and palatalization:

- at-ko:p'i:ti ‘to climb up’
- ad-gaut'i ‘to get back’
- at'-pjaut'i ‘to cut off’
- ad'-b'eš'ti ‘to run up’
- ati-taikl'i:ti ‘to make fit well’
- ati-t'eis/ti ‘to adjudicate’
- ati-duot'i ‘to give back’
- ati-d'eti ‘to delay’

epenthesis between stops of the same place (also palatalization before [i]):

- at'i-taikl'i:ti ‘to make fit well’
- at'i-t'eis/ti ‘to adjudicate’
- at'i-duot'i ‘to give back’

Baković 2005 argues that the right analysis here (and in English epenthesis before /-d/ and /-z/) should capture the idea that epenthesis occurs where a geminate would have occurred (because of assimilation).

- Assimilation would have fed epenthesis (which in Baković’s analysis is only triggered between identical segments), but assimilation doesn’t end up needing to apply (bleeding)

- Why is this hard for SPE?
That completes our tour of Baković’s typology (I skipped “concealed free rides”). But here are a couple more animals for the menagerie:

Indo-European from India w/ about 240 million speakers [Lewis 2009], data and analyses originally from Narang & Becker 1971, Bhatia & Kenstowicz 1972.

- Fill in the SPE-style derivation, including predicted surface form for ‘mind’:

| schwa deletion: \( \varepsilon \rightarrow \emptyset \) / VC__CV |
|---|---|---|---|
| /nik\=l-na:/ | /nik\=l-a:/ | /ang\=\=on-on/ | /ma\=nsi/ |
| V nasalization: \( \begin{array}{ccc} V & \rightarrow & 1 \\ C & [+nas] & \rightarrow & [+long] \end{array} \) |
| [nik\=lna:] | [nik\=l-a:] | [\=\=gon-\=\=on:] | ? ‘mind-adj.’ |

- Problem: surface form is actually [ma\=nsi].
  - What rule ordering does this require? What’s the problem?

- What outcome do we get if both rules apply simultaneously to the input (no iteration)?

- See Bhatia & Kenstowicz (or Wolf) for arguments that the V nasalization rule doesn’t actually exist in this language—nasal vowels are just underlying, so the problem goes away.

22. (Wolf 2010): counterfeeding from the past
- The name comes from (Wilson 2006).
- See the Wolf paper for more cases that would be good term-paper topics (Tachoni?).

Samothraki Greek, (Kaisse 1975): ‘carry-past.theme-1.pl’ ‘day’
\( /f\=\text{\v{e}}\text{r}+a+me/ \quad /m\=\text{\v{e}}\text{r}+a/ \)

\( \begin{array}{c} feeding: \text{r} \rightarrow \emptyset / V__V \\ \{a,e\} \rightarrow i / ___+\{a,o\} \end{array} \)
\( \begin{array}{c} \text{ff+a+me} \\ \text{mi+a} \end{array} \)
\( \text{[fi\=ami]} \) (other rules apply to last V, I guess) \( \text{[m\=ia]} \)

\( \begin{array}{c} feeding: \text{V} \rightarrow [-\text{syll}] / ___+V \end{array} \)
\( \begin{array}{c} \text{romj+\=os} \\ \text{m\=ia} \end{array} \)

- What’s the problem here for putting all three rules in an order? (Hint: *[fj\=ami]*)
• Gliding somehow doesn’t get to apply if it was originally fed by \( r \)-deletion. None of our theories predict this (I think), but OT with “candidate chains” does.

### 23. Paper-topics recap

Here’s a summary of areas we’ve seen so far where different theories make different predictions, or differ in how easily they can handle cases:

- (self-)feeding vs. (self-)counterfeeding—but there are many sub-types
- (self-)bleeding vs. (self-)counterbleeding—but there are many sub-types
- miscellaneous exotic types of opacity
  - good search terms are “ordering paradox”, “non-transitive”
- iterative vs. non-iterative rule application
- interaction (or not) of multiple rule targets
- directional rule application
- optionality: global vs. local vs. unique-target; iterative vs. all-or-nothing
- look-ahead: myopic vs. ahead-looking derivations
  - Other good search terms: fell-swoop, global power, globality, peeking, sour grapes, chicken-or-egg problem, top-down
References